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(1) Optional features are included in the price.
(2) Pattern choice is independent from the price.
(3) TPU pocket available on request only on Jet helmet covers.

COOLCASC, company nº1 in helmet covers, also produces a range of customizable covers, which can be tailored to 
your design. We have six different fabric options, offering something for every requirement and budget.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COLLECTIONS

BASIC CUSTOM JET A JET B JETBIKE WATER 
PROOF

LYCRA´S THICKNESS 180gr/m2 210gr/m2 250gr/m2 180gr/m2 180gr/m2 200gr/m2

LYCRA FINISHING Shiny Matt Matt Shiny Matt Shiny

COMPOSITION 87% polyester
13% spandex

87% polyester
13% spandex

87% polyester
13% spandex

87% polyester
13% spandex

87% polyester
13% spandex

87% polyester
13% spandex

PRINTING SYSTEM Various Various Sublimation Sublimation Sublimation Sublimation
PRINT INCLUDED IN PRICE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
REAR VELCRO HOLE Yes Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional
TPU SIDE POCKET No No Optional Optional Optional No
PATTERN Universal Universal Optional Optional Bike Optional

COOLCASC® GROUPS

UNIVERSAL PATTERN BIKE PATTERN

This universal cover can also be used for bike helmets although the bike specific cover has a better fit.
2 PATTERNS + 6  FABRICS = MULTIPLE OPTIONS FOR CUSTOMIZED COVERS

Each collection reflects the type of fabric used



COOLCASC®  BASIC
 When you take a group skiing, you may need to quickly distinguish them from the rest of the skiers on the slopes, 
especially from all the black rental helmets! Coolcasc® Basic is the simplest way to identify your group, whether it’s a 
school, ski club, or simply any other sport group that wants to create their own exclusive image, Coolcasc® gives you 
the ability to be easily identified.

Customized COOLCASC® Lycra® helmet covers for groups. 8 basic colours in stock: green, yellow, blue, black, red, 
green flour, orange flour and pink. 

Customization by printing logos and texts is available. This service is individually quoted after image files have been 
received. The printing procedure may be transfer or textile vinyl. Depending on the complexity of the logo; colours 
used, size of logo, text to printed etc. the Jet cover may be more viable than the Basic covers.

Identification and security at low prices!



COOLCASC® custom helmet covers are available in 30 different solid 
colours and made from great quality lycra®, they are very durable 

and can last 6-7 years.

With COOLCASC® CUSTOM COLOURS you can choose your 
corporate, club or organisation’s colour and get noticed. If 
you cannot find the colour you want, ask us about the MOQ 
for your special request. Printing will be quoted individually. 
Customised helmet covers for groups can be printed with 
any logo or text by silkscreen or digital printing. For certain 
designs with several logos and colours the Jet option may be 
more useful.

This collection is produced under request.
MOQ 350-400 pcs.  

Identification and security in different colours!COOLCASC® CUSTOM COLORS

99005 99003 99004 99044 99041 99040 99064 99013 99047 99028

99060 99006 99010 99008 99052 99053 99061 99032 99016 99019

99020 99051 99031 99023 99024 99025 99027 99062 99058 53100
Important: This colour palette is for guidance only. When placing your order, please request a fabric sample from your 



COOLCASC® JET A
Jet A is the highest quality on COOLCASC® Customized collections. Double layer 
lycra® makes this collection the most durable and resistant of our customized 
helmet covers. They will last for over 7 years.

Jet A is the best choice if you want an exclusive design, different to our 
COOLPRINT collection.

These helmet covers are designed for 100% customization with affordable 
prices. They are very durable and will last for at least 5 seasons. Jet B covers 
have a shiny finish and are single layered Lycra®.
Jet B it´s also ideal for groups wishing to use the cover for advertising or merchandising. The helmet cover thus 
becomes a visible and moving advert in races or events.

COOLCASC® JET B



Jet BIKE is the ideal collection for cycling teams or groups looking for completely customized equipment. It’s also 
ideal for cycling groups wishing to use the cover for advertising or merchandising. The helmet cover thus becomes a 
visible and moving advert in cycling races or events.
The covers are made of micro perforated lycra® which allows increased air flow whilst at the same time improves the 
aerodynamics. 
The very light single layer of matt lycra® is an important development as it avoids adding extra weight to the helmet. 
In addition the covers prevent insects from getting inside the helmet, perfect for those helmets without a net inside.
The printing is done by sublimation so any design can be achieved without limiting the colours and we can even print 
photos or images. 

COOLCASC® JET BIKE

Helmet Covers are made of water-proof lycra®, they have been developed to be impermeable. They complete the 
look and are becoming an essential part of cycling equipment to avoid getting wet on rainy days. 

COOLCASC® WATER PROOF



Seat covers complete the cycling customized pack, made of water-proof 
lycra® with a matt finish and sublimation printing. 

They are a good option for customizing urban bike fleets that also 
allows the seats to stay new and clean.

COOLCASC® Seats

We offer a complete customized pack with drawstring bags to 
protect and store the helmet and any sporting accessories that 
may be needed.
Printed by sublimation, they can be 100% customized and can 
also be used as a back pack.
• Size: 36,5 x 41cm
• Composition: 100% polyester

COOLCASC®  Bags



COOLCASC® is registered trademark property of COOLCASC S.L. and all their designs and models are internationally patented
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